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Folder 1: Bryntsalov, V. A.

Calendars
1. Dignified life is everybody's right!
2-4. Vote for Bryntsalov! (3 versions)
5. Election platform

Newspapers
6. Molodezhniy kur'er No. 1

Flyers
7-8. I will become President (2 versions)
9. Bryntsalov V. A. - candidate for President
10. Dear women of Russia!
11. Dignified life is everybody's right!
12. It's in my interest for the consumer to flourish
13. Candidate for President
14. Candidate...Vote for V.A. Bryntsalov
15. Dignified life is everybody's right!
16. A society of national well-being
17. Rockefeller from Cherkessk (Vek 1996 No. 10)
18. The rest of the world lives better ("Mir novostei" No. 5)
19. V.A. Bryntsalov answers journalists’ questions ("Vecherniaia Moskva")
20. Russian Socialist Party. V.A. Bryntsalov's speech.
21. V.A. Bryntsalov. Candidate for President.
22. Citizens of Russia! Vote for presidential candidate Bryntsalov.
23. Podmoskovnye izvestiia
24. Pamphlet

Posters
25. I know how to provide every Russian citizen with the right...
26. Bryntsalov V. A. - candidate for President of Russia

Sticker
27. RSP
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Vlasov, IU.
28. Iurii Vlasov: "For people and country"

Gorbachev, M. S.

Flyers
30-31. The President we lost
a. He is the only one...
b. He united Europe, he...
32. Did Gorbachev betray communists?
33. Why do I participate in elections?
34-35. Man of the century:
a. New Gorbachev. Is it possible?
b. Equation with two variables
36. Gorbachev - candidate for President
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El'tsin, B. N.

Pamphlets
37. About the participation of NDR...
38. Why we veterans...
39. Why Russian backwoods...
40. Why we youth...

Speeches
41. Arkhangel'sk
42. Astrakhan'
43. VGTRK
44. Vorkuta
45. Armed forces
46. May 9th
47. SMÍ
48. May 8th
49. Iaroslavl'
50. Chechnia
51. Zapolar'ye
52. Krasnoiarsk
53. Perm'
54. The Siberian Agreement
55. Moscow Region
56. Address of ODOP
57. Legislative body
58. Gaidar's report

Flyers
59. Boris El'tsin on...
60. Meeting with the President
61. June 12th
62. El'tsin - yes
63. The 27th, Saturday
64. Dear voters!
65. Communist heaven
66. Communist heaven (second version)
68. Come to vote
69. Your vote decides everything
70. Nations of Povolzh'e
71. On the 3rd of July we vote...
72. A letter to...
73. Russia's fate
74. We announce
75. Our home
76. Fellow citizens, people of Moscow!
77. June 16. Everybody to vote...
78. We are one family
79. Nations of Russia
80. Demonstration and a meeting
81. A reminder to the farmers
82. We will be together
83. We will be together (second version)
84. Think and choose
85. El'tsin with Luzhkov
86. El'tsin with Luzhkov (second version)
87. El'tsin with Luzhkov (third version)

Stickers
88. License plate 1996BN
89. The president of all Russians
90. RNK

Postcards
91. Russian sportsmen are for El'tsin
92. Russian sportsmen are for El'tsin (second version)
93. Vote or lose
94. Vote or lose
95. Vote or lose
96. Vote or lose
97. Vote or lose
98. Vote or lose
99. Vote or lose
100. Vote or lose
101. Vote or lose
102. Vote or lose
103. Vote or lose
104. Vote or lose

Newspapers
105-109. Demokracheskii vybor (Democratic Choice)
110-111. Nash vybor (Our Choice)
112-125. President
126-131. Realist
132. Stroitel'naia gazeta (Construction Newspaper)

Posters
133. Vote for El'tsin. Save and preserve Russia
134. The president of all Russians
135. Russia, El'tsin
136. Russian sportsmen are for El'tsin
137. We will win together
138. We vote for El'tsin
139-143. I love, I hope, I trust
144-146. El'tsin is the President of all Russians
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Zhirinovskii, V. V.
Newspapers
147-149. LDPR, No. 5-7, 1996
150. Pravda Zhirinovskogo (Zhirinovskii's Truth, Issue 1(23))

Stickers
151. Zhirinovskii
152. V.V. Zhirinovskii

Pamphlets
153. Proclamations and guarantees
154. Zhirinovskii's election platform

Postcards
155. Order in the country - prosperity in the family
156. I will raise Russia from its knees
157. Happy Victory Day, dear Russians!
158. Vote for Zhirinovskii!

Flyers
159. Dear people of Moscow and guests!

Posters
160. I give my blessing
161. Protect us from them!
162. It's time to choose!
163. I will raise Russia from its knees
164. I am just like you.
165. We need a great Russia!
166. The future of Russia is in great hands!
167. Behind us is Russia
168. 1996 is the year of the LDPR (calendar)
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Ziuganov, G. A.

Pamphlets
169. To the citizens of Russia
170. About the election platform of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation
173. Hail, Democracy...
174. Dear young friends!
175. The theses of the election platform
176. The theses of the election platform (second version)
177. From destruction to creation

Flyers
178. July 16th is election day
179. A word to Moscow workers
180. The Communists are calling
181. Soldiers!
182. The Communists are against civil war
183. From Ziuganov's election platform
184. Dear women, comrades-in-arms, mothers, wives, sisters!
185. Who to vote for?
186. Comrades, get ready!
187. Soldiers, defenders
188. Voter! Think and decide!
189. Dear students!
190. Where to get the money to stop the crisis?
191. Veterans and retirees!
192. What did we gain from the market reforms?
193. Soldier and policemen!
194. Dear comrades, friends, compatriots!
195. Who dreams of war and prison?
196. Dear comrades, friends, compatriots!
197. Dear voters!
198. Voter! You have questions? We have answers!
199. Notice to a voter-patriot.
200. Young compatriots!

Pravda Moskvy (Moscow's Truth)
201. The communists are against civil war
202. Gennadii Andreevich Ziuganov
203. Power to the people!
204. From the election platform of the candidate for President
205. Voter! You still have time to think!
206. A word to generals, officers, and soldiers!

Leaflets
207. Stop the civil war in Russia!
208. Working people! Vote for Ziuganov!
209. Vote for the Communists!
209. Ziuganov – the country's resurrection
210. Only the victory over the gang of...
211. Ziuganov - yes! El'tsin - no!
212. Where will Ziuganov get the money?
213. Brothers and sisters!
214. Brothers and sisters! (second version)
215. Whom to vote for
216. To Lebed's voters!
217. El'tsin's achievements
218. Don't trust
219. Poems
220. Russia, wake up
221. As long as Russia lives

Signed
222. Comrade!
223. Govorukhin
224. A word of truth
225. Soldiers of Russia
226. Mother-Russia
227. Candidate for President
228. Democracy - freedom of speech
229. What is on the horizon
230. The result of El'tsin's governing
231. God forbid!
232. The youth vote for Ziuganov
233. National alliance

Postcards and calendars
234. A portrait with a word to...
235. A portrait with a calendar
236. Postcard
237. Postcard (second version)
238. Postcard (third version)
239. Postcard (fourth version)
240. Business card
241. G.K. Zhykov is with us

Newspapers
242. Dukhovnoe nasledie [Spiritual Heritage] (June)
243. Dukhovnoe nasledie (July)
244. Zemlia i trud [Earth and Labor]
245. Ziuganov (#1)
246. Ziuganov (#2)
247. Ziuganov (#4)
248. Ziuganov (#6)
249. Narodnaia zashchita [National Defense]
250. Pravda Moskvy [Moscow’s Truth] (June)
251. Pravda Moskvy (#31)
252. Pravda Moskvy (#30)
253. Pravda Moskvy (March)
254. Pravda Moskvy (#32)
255. Pravda Moskvy (#29)
256. Pressa Rossii [The Press of Russia]
257. Russkaia gazeta [Russian Newspaper] (#5)
258. Telegramma [Telegram] (#5)
259. Telegramma (#6)
260. Russkaia gazeta (#6)
261. Za vkladchika [For the Investor]

Posters
262. I believe in you
263. I believe in you (second version)
264. With Russia the motherland!
265. With Russia the motherland! (second version)
266. With Russia the motherland! (third version)
267. Sticker
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Lebed’, A. I.

Brochures
268. Truth and order
269. We will prevail

Flyers
270. Dear compatriots!
271. Fellow Russians!

Postcards
272. Guard those...

Stickers
273. Lebed’ is the hope for Russia
274. Where there is Lebed’...
275. Truth and order

Pamphlets
276. Truth and order
277. Truth and order (second version)
278. Truth and order (third version)

Newspapers
279. Nadezhda Rossii [The Hope of Russia] (#1)
280. Nadezhda Rossii (#2)

Posters
281. Russia needs a President
282. Not for a reward
283. We will prevail
284. We will prevail (second version)
285. I survived one war
286. I survived one war (second version)
287. Truth and order
288. Truth and order (second version)
289. Truth and order (second version—large format)

Tuleev, A. M.
290. If you elect me
291. Aman Tuleev is a citizen of Russia

Fedorov, S. N.
Brochures
292. Biography
293. New Russian path
294. We should dominate

Flyers
295. Biography
296. A word to the veterans
297. A word to the World War II participants
298. A word from public figures
299. A word from Sviatoslav Fedorov
300. Who is Sviatoslav Fedorov

Newspapers
301. Za Sviatoslavom [For Sviatoslav]
302. Za Sviatoslavom (#2)

Posters
303. A man of action
304. I am for a strong...
305. If I am elected
306. As a doctor, I feel...
307. Honest work
308. Calendar

Shaakum, M. L.
309. Election platform
310. From speeches

Flyers
311. Biography
312. I want to become
313. Russia needs a strong
314. Decisive changes
315. Choose the future

Pamphlets
316. Choose the future

Calendar
317. Fishermen

Postcards
318. Picture

Stickers
319. So that the authorities

Posters
320. I love this country
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IAvlinskii, G. A.
Brochures
321. I choose freedom

Pamphlets
322. Our time has come!
323. I choose freedom!
324. I choose freedom! (second version)

Flyers
325. In our country
326. Today Russia needs
327. Is it true...
328. Urgently needed
329. Urgently needed (second version)

Stickers
330. Iavlinskii knows the path
331. Iavlinskii knows the path (second version)
332. We will find the way
333. Urgently needed: A new President
334. Urgently needed: A new President (second version)
335. Urgently needed: A new President (large format)

Postcards
336. To Grigorii Iavlinskii
337. An observer of Iavlinskii
Newspapers
338. Iabloko [Apple]
339. Ia vybiraiu [I Choose]
340. Otkrytaia ekspertiza [Open Examination]

Posters
341. A new President
342. Choose a normal one
343. I have come...
345. I choose
346. Iavlinskii
347. Urgently needed

Additional items

Against Ziuganov
349. Buy food for the last time
350. Buy food for the last time (sticker)
351. Gardener
352. Your vote counts for nothing
353. Do you want to have to crawl
354. VCHK OGPU
355. Please post
356. Did you stock up?
357. What are they arguing about?
358. No to civil war
359. A question to prehistoric
360. Have you forgotten?
361. Have you forgotten? (second version)

Posters
362. There is only one way
363. The Communist party has not changed
364. Do not allow the red...

Against El'tsin
365. Blin-5
366. Moscow woman
367. Moscow man
368. Dear citizens of Russia
369. God, save us
370. Guarantee of democracy (Chechnia)
371. Young people, vote!
372. With an iron
373. Well, who hasn't yet
374. It would be good with apples
375. Oh, mother Russia
376. A soap bubble
377. Don't repeat
378. With cars
379. With a commode
380. The main idea of the times
381. On behalf of the parents
382. Bloody march
382. Russia, wake up
383. Citizens of Russia
384. If the ruling party wins
385. Why more

General
386. Novaia ezhednevnaia gazeta [New Daily Newspaper]

Moscow Mayoral Elections
Luzhkov
387. Everybody knows him
388. I am sure that
389. An open letter

Sergeeva, O. O.
390. Muscovites! We will return
391. Comrade Sergeeva is against
392. A tragedy for millions is approaching
393. A duel
394-394. Officers’ union

SPB Sobchak
396. Friends
397. Welcome

Additions
Maslov
398. Partiia narodnogo soglasiiia [Party of Popular Agreement]
399. A portrait-calendar
400. To the Cossacks
401. Dear voters
402. Please support
403. Dear compatriots
404. A word to the young
405. Information
406. In Moscow they organized
407. Muscovites deserve
408. Man and career
409. Moscow housing construction
410. Poster

Box 2:
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1. Parties and Movements - Zhenshchiny Rossii (Women of Russia)
   1. Election platform of the political movement "Women of Russia"
   2. Women of Russia for the welfare of children
   3. Women of Russia for a dignified life of retirees
   4. Women of Russia for the defenders of the homeland
   5. Women of Russia for quality education
   6. Women of Russia for strong families
   7. Women of Russia for support of the handicapped
   8. Women of Russia for the flourishing of the village
9. Women of Russia for the hope for the young generation
10. Women of Russia (newspaper #9)
11. Women of Russia (newspaper #10)
12. Women of Russia (newspaper #11)
13. Women of Russia - trust in man
14. Women of Russia (picture - black and white)
15. Women of Russia (picture - color)
16. Women of Russia is the chance for Russia

Posters
17. Women of Russia - trust in man
18. Not for the Duma
19. Women of Russia (portraits)
20. For women of Russia

2. Derzhava (Great Power)
   1. Newspaper
   2. Order, justice, dignified life
   3. Our number on the ballot...
   4. We are strong in our unity

3. Duma-96
   1. Duma-96 - movement of professionals
   2. Our candidates - men of action
   3. The election bloc...announces
   4. Dear voters!

4. Preobrazhenie otechestva (Restructuring of the homeland)
   1. Our leader - Eduard Rossel'
   2. Eduard Rossel' - first freely elected...
   3. Marina Cal'e - Eduard Rossel'
   4. The youth...
   5. Morning prayer
   6. How not to lose your earnings
   7. Calendar
   8. Calendar - Only daily work...
   9. Calendar - second version

5. Tikhonov - Tupolev - Tikhonov
   1. Election bloc...
   2. Poster

6. Rossiiskoe obshchenarodnoe dvizhenie (Russian national movement)
   1. Russia, united and indivisible
   2. Russians, before voting...
   3. Russians, vote for...
   4. Many parties in the Duma...
   5. Political movement...
   6. For the reborn country
   7. ROD is for the nation
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7. NUR
   1. Dear voters

8. Federal'no-demokraticheskoe dvizhenie (Federal democratic movement)
   1. Dossier
   2. Dear Russians
   3. We are for, we are against
   4. Our slogan -- honest Russia
   5. Gentlemen
   6. What is FDD
   7. Literaturnye vesti [Literary News] #8

9. Election bloc, consisting of leaders of the party for the protection of children
   (peace, goodness, and happiness), Russian Women party, Orthodox
   party (faith, hope, and love)
   1. We united...
   2. ...Calling you to vote for...

10. Mezhnatsional'nyi soiuz (International Union)
    1. Color
    2. Leader of the bloc A.K. Mikitaev
    3. Compatriots and fellow Russians!
    4. Address by the leader...
    5. Russia was, is and will be
    6. Vote for the International Union
    7. Dear compatriots!
    8. Voting for the International Union you join
    9. Calendar

11. Stabil'naia Rossiia (Stable Russia)
    1. We are just like you
    2. You feel...
    3. What is Stable Russia?

12. Pokolenie rubezha (The Border-line Generation)
    1. In our great...
    2. The most important news
    3. The border-line generation (poster)
    4. Calendar

13. Moe otechestvo (My Fatherland)
    1. Strong dozen
    2. Russia is...
    3. With trust in the fatherland
    4. Compatriots!
    5. Boris Gromov's biography
    6. Poster

14. Za Rodinu (For the Homeland)
    1. Basic theses
    2. Compatriots, brothers, sisters!
    3. Compatriots, brothers, sisters! (second version)
    4. War friends
    5. Citizens of Russia, brothers and sisters!
6. Election bloc "For the Homeland"
7. Vladimir Pavlovich Polevanov
8. Address to the soldiers
9. Enough selling out at bargain prices...
10. You were betrayed...
11. The choice is yours
12. Our number is 14
13. Poster - V.P. Polevanov
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15. Obshchee delo (The Common Cause)
   1. Irina Khakamada - short biography
   2. Law and responsibility
   3. Honest people - unite!
   4. We will spin the devil's wheel
   5. The common cause is everybody's business
   6. Poster

16. Blok nezavisimykh (The Independent Bloc)
   1. Election declaration
   2. Empty store shelves
   3. Stability in society
   4. Poster

17. Nash dom Rossiia (Our Home Russia)
   1. 99 answers to 100 questions
   2. 12 first candidates...
   3. What do we bring to the election?
   4. Our Home Russia - brochure
   5. Farmers, guard your...
   6. Dear farmers!
   7. Dear gardeners!
   8. Union of landowners
   9. Law and order
   10. Land
   11. Taxes
   12. Compatriots!
   13. Don't miss your chance
   14. Step towards stability
   15. Dear Muscovites
   16. Poster with theses
   17. Towards the future together (small format)
   18. Towards the future together (large format)
   19. If you value your home
   20. If you value your home (portrait small format)
   21. If you value your home (portrait large format)
   22. Don't miss your chance (large format)
   23. Don't miss your chance (small format)
   24. NDR (sky)
   25. Sticker (sky)
   26. Sticker (chicken)
   27. Towards the future with us
18. Pamfilova - Gurov - V. Lysenko
   1. Why we founded our bloc
   2. Information
   3. Information (second version)
   4. Resolution of the Central Election Committee
   5. To the librarians
   6. To the soldiers
   7. To the teachers
   8. I hate...behind my back
   9. Dear colleagues
   10. Pamfilova (portrait - small format)
   11. Pamfilova (portrait - large format)
   12. Here is a bloc for dignified life
   13. Pamfilova (poster)
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19. Iabloko (Apple)
   1. Vote for the Apple
   2. Your signature for the bloc
   3. Your vote for the bloc
   4. We have a vision...
   5. We are not fighting communism
   6. We'll banish fear
   7. Dear friends
   8. Poster
   9. Dear Muscovites

20. Vpered, Rossiia (Forward, Russia)
   1. Boris Fedorov's advice to the investors
   2. I am picking from 2 Gennadiis
   3. Fedorov, B.G.
   4. We are not right or left wing
   5. Our movement is dedicated to women
   6. Our national sport...
   7. Forward, Russia (train)
   8. Fedorov with a broom
   9. And even this retiree...
   10. The movement guarantees that...
   11. Who is who
   12. We are against
   13. Excuse me, I am not a communist
   14. For the defense...
   15. Sticker

21. 89
   1. Dear compatriots

22. Kedr (Cedar)
   1. Statues
   2. National initiative
   3. For human health
   4. Who still cares for Russia…
   5. A call to doctors
6. A word to my patients
7. On the demographic situation
8. Vote for the ecological party Cedar
9. To everyone
10. The main slogan
11. Iakubovich (blue calendar)
12. Iakubovich (black calendar)
13. I want to live forever (calendar)
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23. Demokraticheskii vybor Rossii (Democratic Choice of Russia)
   1. Election platform of MGOP DVR
   2. The choice of Russia: here is what we've accomplished
   3. We trust Democratic Choice of Russia
   4. Seven steps
   5. Remember who voted for what
   6. Remember who voted for what (second version)
   7. You are voting - you are choosing
   8. Gaidar - the leader
   9. Dear friends
  10. If the youth
  11. Peace for everyone
  12. Peace for everyone (second version)
  13. Peace for everyone (third version)
  14. We will not allow a bolshevist
  15. Make a wise choice
  16. Make a wise choice (second version)
  17. Auditoriums, not prisons for students
  18. Gaidar #23
  19. Gaidar #23 (second version)
  20. Back to the past (small format)
  21. Back to the past (large format)
  22. We will elect to the Duma
  23. Russia is at the crossroads again
  24. We are with Gaidar
  25. What are they dying for in Chechnia? (small format)
  26. What are they dying for in Chechnia? (large format)
  27. We choose our future
  28. Vote for the election bloc
  29. Open the door to the future
  30. You are not voting?
  31. Strong army for Russia

24. PRES
   1. Newspaper
   2. Poster

25. KPRF
   1. Election platform
   2. Theses
   3. Pravda Moskvy [Moscow's Truth]
   4. A word to the soldiers
   5. Compatriots, friends!
6. A word to the youth
7. Postcard
8. Postcard (second version)
9. The family has decided
10. Poster
11. Calendar
12. Dear voters!
13. Poster
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26. The Bloc of Stanislav Govorukhin
   1. Election platform
   2. We will stop the criminal revolution
   3. We will stop the criminal revolution (second version)
   4. Save Russia

27. Association of Russian Lawyers
   1. Flyer

28. National Republican Party
   1. Election platform

29. Social Democrats
   1. Social democratic bloc
   2. Press release
   3. Speech by V. Lipitskii
   4. Interview with G.Kh. Popovym
   5. A word to the voters
   6. Press release
   7. What social democrats want
   8. To Aleksandr Kvasnevskii
   9. G.Kh. Popov's biography
  10. TV listings
  11. The emblem
  12. Window onto Europe

30. Power to the People
   1. Election platform
   2. Russia has a great future
   3. Do you want order in your homeland?
   4. First three candidates
   5. First three candidates (second version)
   6. Compatriots!
   7. To those who don't want to vote
   8. Towards the future
   9. Nikolai Ryzhkov and professional lawyers
  10. Dear comrades!
  11. The nation rejects...
  12. Ryzhkov with Baburin
  13. Calendar

31. The Congress of Russian Communities
   1. Pamphlet
2. A word to...
3. The voice of regions #3
4. The voice of regions #5
5. The voice of regions #6
6. The voice of regions #9
7. The voice of regions #10
8. Voting for KRO, you...
9. Attention, they are taking away...
10. Correct filling out of the ballot
11. KRO - Russia is with us
12. KRO - Our time has come
13. Russia will arise again
14. A letter to Lebed
15. Who will defend...
16. Sticker
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32. The Union of Labor
1. Pamphlet
2. Newspaper "Radio Mechanic"
3. Did you get your paycheck?
4. Youth are the future
5. To all who live...
6. To the members of the trade unions
7. Working people
8. For a dignified life for the handicapped
9. Voter!
10. We know the answers
11. Our country can do anything
12. A word to voters
13. The reasons for unemployment in Russia
14. The Union of Labor warns
15. Dear colleagues!
16. Where lie Russia's strengths
17. It concerns all
18. Shmakov
19. Shcherbakov
20. Vol'skii
21. Wages, employment, lawfulness (small format)
22. Wages, employment, lawfulness (large format)
23. Shcherbakov (poster - large format)
24. Shcherbakov (poster - small format)
25. Calendar

33. LDPR
1. Pravda Zhirinovskogo [Zhirinovskii's Truth] #5
2. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #12
3. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #14
4. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #15
5. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #20
6. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #23
7. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #24
8. Pravda Zhirinovskogo #25
9. LDPR #1
10. LDPR #3
11. LDPR #6
12. Citizens of Russia
13. Young men and women
14. Scientists
15. The goals of our program
16. Soldiers of Russia
17. The position of LDPR on the nationalist issue
18. December 10th
19. Citizens of Russia, compatriots
20. Workers and farmers
21. LDPR for and against
22. Number 33 is no accident
23. Happy New Year
24. Vote for the list
25. I will raise Russia from her knees
26. I will raise Russia from her knees (second version)
27. I will raise Russia from her knees (third version)
28. Calendar
29. Sticker
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34. Election bloc including leaders of the Party for the Defense of the Retired
   1. Our work, love, and respect to you
   2. Voting for Dzhuna you...
   3. Voter of Russia
   4. In the center of Moscow
   5. In the name of the future
   6. To everyone's advantage (photo)
   7. Emblem
   8. Citizen of Russia, read and pass on...

35. The Party for the Self-Government of the Workforce
   1. Election platform
   2. Follow Sviatoslav Fedorov
   3. From the slaves of the economy to...
   4. We are calling the voters to the polls
   5. Dear friends
   6. Who can you trust
   7. Short biography
   8. A word to the medical profession
   9. Dear compatriots
   10. I don't want to be rich
   11. Why do I want to... (large format)
   12. Why do I want to... (small format)
   13. Sviatoslav Fedorov is a man of action
   14. Sviatoslav Fedorov offers a well-defined path
   15. Vote for Sviatoslav Fedorov (large format)
   16. Vote for Sviatoslav Fedorov (small format)
   17. Together we will be able to...
   18. Dear friends
   19. Filip Kirkorov
21. Vote for Sviatoslav Fedorov (poster)
22. You have eyes

36. Communists - Working Russia - For the Soviet Union
1. Election platform (Molniia #1)
2. Do you want to support the communists?
3. Leaders of the bloc (small format)
4. Leaders of the bloc (large format)
5. Strategic goal of the bloc
6. The program of the movement
7. Scientists
8. Dear veterans
9. Dear medical workers
10. Soldiers
11. To the youth and students
12. To the workers, all honest...
13. Voters, compatriots
14. Pre-election manifesto "In defense of childhood"
15. Vote for your bloc
16. TV and radio listings
17. RKRP for...
18. RPK
19. Russia is oppressed again
20. Vote for the bloc
21. We are calling you to join
22. Who is who
23. Comrades
24. Election bloc #36
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37. Party of Beer Lovers
1. Political (food and beverage) declaration
2. Political (food and beverage) declaration (second version)
3. Theses of election program
4. Principles of our program
5. Something is brewing
6. Why...
7. Declaration of fans of voting
8. There is such a party
9. Party of Beer Lovers unites
10. Brochure
11. Beer lover!
12. This is a serious matter
13. Beer unites
14. Begins and wins
15. We have beer
16. We are tired of communists and democrats

38. The Bloc of Ivan Rybkin
1. Realist
2. Realist
3. Officers and non-commissioned officers
4. Students of military academies
5. Soldiers and sailors
6. Along with every Russian citizen
7. Rybkin's biography
8. Rybkin's portrait
9. Rybkin's portrait-biography
10. Along
11. We eliminate propaganda
12. We will ensure governmental support of science
13. We will stop the process of disintegration
14. We will stop Russia's market dependence
15. We will ensure governmental support of education
16. We will halt the advance
17. Compatriots
18. Unemployed citizens of Russia
19. Citizens of Russia
20. We say...
21. Iurii Vladimirovich Petrov
22. The bloc of Ivan Rybkin - portraits
23. Dear teacher
24. Portrait (large format)
25. Sticker
26. We are voting for Ivan
27. Vote for 38, for Ivan
28. Calendar with a cat
29. Calendar with portrait
30. Poster of the Union of Realists
31. Poster of IU. Petrov
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39. Party of Economic Freedom
1. Theses of election platform
2. Dear compatriots
3. Borovoi’s trust
4. Konstantin Borovoi
5. If the bank cheats you
6. We are not for the poor
7. We care about the entire nation
8. March to Zhirinovskii
9. We will make the country rich
10. Borovoi - portrait

40. National Union
1. A word to the investors
2. A word to the investors (second version)
3. The party of investors...
4. The party of investors is under #40
5. The party of investors is under #40 (second version)
6. Power of the country
7. We are 40 million strong

41. Agrarian Party of Russia
1. Proclamation of the Central Council
2. Lapshin - Nazarchuk - Starodubtsev
3. Peace and bread
4. A word to the women
5. A word to the youth
6. A word to the retirees
7. Vote for the election bloc
8. Vote for the election bloc (second version)
9. Dear compatriots
10. The current ruling regime
11. Dear Muscovites
12. Our homeland is not for sale
13. National paradise
14. Bread and peace for you

42. Christians of Russia
   1. Theses
   2. Political changes are useless...
   3. Not communists, not democrats

43. The Union of Apartment Maintenance Workers
   1. A word to...

Candidates:
  1. I.G. Adarchenko
  2. A.V. Akimenko
  3. A.L. Andreev
  4. D.D. Anisimov-Spiridonov
  5. V.I. Artem'ev
  6. V.I. Artem'ev (newspaper)
  7. O. Baklanov
  8. V.A. Bauer
  9. V.A. Bauer
 10. V.F. Bashmachnikov
 11. V. Belousov
 12. G. Bereskin
 13. N.G. Bindukov
 14. G.V. Boos
 15. V.V. Borshchev
 16. P.G. Bunich
 17. F.M. Burlatskii
 18. D.I. Valigurskii
 19. D.D. Vasil'ev (Memory)
 20. D.D. Vasil'ev (He knows how to...)
 21. D.D. Vasil'ev (The power is in unity...)
 22. D.D. Vasil'ev (Here he is...)
 23. G.P. Venglinskii
 24. B.V. Volynov
 25. E.A. Vorob'ev (newspaper)
 26. E.A. Vorob'ev (biography)
 27. E.A. Vorob'ev
 28. N.N. Vorontsov
 29. M.A. Vorfolomeev
 30. V.N. Galepa
 31. O.I. Gartsev
 32. T.Kh. Gdlian (We vote for...)
33. T.Kh. Gdlian (Voting for...)
34. T.Kh. Gdlian (In connection with the election...)
35. T.Kh. Gdlian (Gdlian-Ivanov)
36. T.Kh. Gdlian (The last car)
37. T.Kh. Gdlian (In connection with the election... - large format)
38. T.Kh. Gdlian (Gdlian-Ivanov - large format)
39. A. Golovin (Excerpts from the program)
40. A. Golovin (We will stop...)
41. A. Golovin (We collect...)
42. A. Golovkov
43. N. Gonchar (For your telephone...)
44. N. Gonchar (Why are we...)
45. S.A. Goncharov (To the voters...)
46. S.A. Goncharov (with Lebed') - 2 copies
47. L. Grigor'eva
48. A.V. Groza
49. V.S. Gruzdev
50. Grusha
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Candidates:
51. V.I. Gusev
52. IU. Gusman
53. L.N. Dement'eva
54. N.N. Domashenkov (Vecherniaia Moskva)
55. N.N. Domashenkov (Dear neighbors...)
56. L.A. Zhdanova
57. G.I. Zadonskii
58. E.A. Zaitseva
59. A.A. Zotov
60. V.I. Ivanov
61. T.G. Ivanova
62. K.E. Kalachev (You wanted to know...)
63. K.E. Kalachev (newspaper)
64. IU.V. Kapral'nyi
65. S.A. Kovalev
66. A.B. Kor'ev
67. A.V. Krasnov (Vote for the only...)
68. A.V. Krasnov (Election ballot)
69. A.V. Krasnov (newspaper)
70. A.N. Krutov
71. S. Kurochkin
72. A. Lebedev
73. E.V. Limonov
74. E.IU. Loginov
75. IU.N. Lubchenkov
76. A.V. Lukin (How to vote...)
77. A.V. Lukin (Candidate to...)
78. A.V. Lukin (Our candidate...)
79. V.P. Lukin (Biography)
80. V.P. Lukin (Government with clean hands)
81. V.P. Lukin (Order...)
82. V. Lysenko
83. S.V. Malinin
84. P. Medvedev (Dear...)
85. P. Medvedev (Attention!)
86. P. Medvedev (Russian forest)
87. T.A. Mel'nikova
88. M. Motorin
89. S.I. Nefedov (3 pictures)
90. S.I. Nefedov (proclamation)
91. IU.A. Nisnevich (Vote for...)
92. IU.A. Nisnevich (with a portrait)
93. V.I. Novikov
94. V.I. Novodvorskaia
95. A.A. Niukin
96. IU.D. Pal'chikov
97. V.G. Pashintsev
98. A.I. Podberezkin (Vote...Russia was and will be...)
99. A.I. Podberezkin (Vote...)
100. A.I. Podberezkin (For our Soviet Motherland)
101. A.I. Podberezkin (with a portrait, Russia was...)
102. A.I. Podberezkin (large without a portrait)
103. A.I. Podberezkin (Enough of...)
104. S. Pronichev
105. A.V. Pchelintsev
106. L.G. Riumina
107. I.A.P. Riabov
108. E.V. Samoilov
109. IU.K. Sevenard
110. A.T. Semchenko
111. G.V. Skorokhodova
112. K.S. Solov'ev (From election platform)
113. K.S. Solov'ev (But!)
114. K.S. Solov'ev (Believe in...)
115. A. Tarasov
116. V.E. Tarlavskii
117. V.P. Tereshonkov
118. I.V. Toporovskii
119. B.I. Uvarov
120. A.V. Uliukaev
121. V.A. Uchitel'
122. G.P. Khovanskaia
123. L.I. Chemeris
124. V.M. Chernov
125. G.F. Shalygin
126. E.IU. Shvedov
127. V.S. Shevelukha
128. F. Shelov-Kovediaev (Reformers...)
129. F. Shelov-Kovediaev
130. F. Shelov-Kovediaev (newspaper "Together we...")
131. F. Shelov-Kovediaev (What is common...)
132. F. Shelov-Kovediaev (the only candidate)
133. F. Shelov-Kovediaev (The man who...)
134. D.IU. Shestakov
135. V.I. Shumakov
136. E.V. Iagupets (Our candidate...)
137. E.V. Iagupets (Leave Russia to the children...)
138. I.A. Iakovenko (Who is...)
139. I.A. Iakovenko (Dear colleagues...)
142. I.A. Iakovenko (Apple)
143. I.A. Iakovenko (Iakovenko 1)
144. I.A. Iakovenko (Iakovenko 2)
145. I.A. Iakovenko (All power...)
146. I.A. Iakovenko (Russia needs...)
147. I.A. Iakovenko (After I...)
148. I.A. Iakovenko (I always...)
149. I.A. Iakovenko (A meeting takes place...)
150. Krasnov (Election time October)
151. Krasnov (Election time September)
152. V. Tarlavskii
153. Gal'chenko
154. Gal'chenko (second version)
155. Gal'chenko (third version)

Additions
1. Russian party
2. From the management of the apartment maintenance workers of the West
3. For and against
4. Program for the salvation of Russia
5. Careful, LDPR
6. The party of truth
7. Conservative party of Russia
8. All sorts of reforms